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Original scientific/scholarly paper
The coin hoard found on top ofthe hillfort at Balina Glavica near the village of Umljanović to
the south of Drniš, is composed offour Celtic tetradrachms ofthe Đurđevac type andfour coins ofthe Kapos type (also called the Regoly type). AH the coins together thus represent a sample ofcoinage that was in circulation in the central Pannonian region in the last decade ofthe
ls> century BC, orperhaps even in thefirst decade ofthe 1" centuij AD. The deposition or loss
ofthe group of Celtic coins in the area of Balina Glavica is most probably best dated to the late
Augustan period, in the period of Tiberius' expedition against the rebellious Pannonians and
Dalmatians, thus in the first decades ofthe V century AD.

In June 1998, the seventy year old X. X. from the village of Umljanović near Drniš brought
eight Celtic coins to the Municipal Museum in Drniš. The coins were said to have been found by his
grandfather on the plateau on top of the hillfort at Balina Glavica near the village of Umljanović to
1
the south of Drniš, and had been kept by the family since then.
Along the southern foot of the elevation of Balina Glavica and towards the village of Umljanović, abundant remains of architecture are visible, the remnants of the Roman settlement of Magnum, which received the status of municipium under Marcus Aurelius. At the top of the rise, which
in the last few years has become greatly overgrown with trees and bushes, terraces can be seen along
the slopes, which completely surround this isolated peak on the eastern edge of Petrovo Plain. During the recent war in Croatia, large quantities of pottery were discovered here when military trenches were dug. This elevation should be considered the site ofSinotion, one ofthe Delmatian towns
mentioned by Strabo (Strabo, 7, 5, 5. Synodion by App., Illyr. 27).
View of the top of Balina Glavica (Sinotion). The remains of the Roman settlement of Magnum are located on the level ground to the left of the height (photo P. Kos)
1 I would like to thank Joško Zaninović, archaeologist
in the Municipal Museum of Drniš for his kind permission

to publish the coins. The find is mentioned by ZANINOVIĆ 2001: 61.
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Finds of Celtic coins in the region that was later the Roman province of Dalmatia are exceptionally rare,2 thus the find under discussion is surprising and doubts might even perhaps ariše about
the correctness of the data concerning the site of discovery, as cited by the discoverer. The fact,
however, that the discoverer was a local inhabitant and that the coins were long kept in the possession of the family in the village nearby the site indicates the credibility of the cited data despite any
possible hesitations.
THE CATALOGUE3
Eastern Celtic coinage
Early imitations of silver coins of Philip II
Developmental types in southwestern Hungary
Kapos type
1

AE

OTA491

9.2 g

12

22

2

AE

OTA491

9.15 g

12

21

3

AE

OTA491

9.0 g

12

21

4

AE

OTA491

8.3 g

12

21

2 See: PINK 1974a, who in the region of the later Roman province of Dalmatia mentions only three finds of Danubian Celtic tetradrachms: at Modruš in Lika (p. 88), at
Livno (p. 107) and at Vitina near Ljubuški (p. 21). Recently, a Tauriscan tetradrachm of the Đurđevac type was discovered at the hillfort of Dragišić in the hinterland of Šibenik (unpublished).

3
The catalogue lists the follovving in horizontal order:
number, denomination (AE = bronze coin; Tetr = tetradrachm), standard citation (OTA = R. GOBL. Ostkeltischer
Typenatlas. Mit methodischem Kommentar, Braunschweig
1973; TKN = R. GOBL. Typologie und Chronologie der
keltischen Munzpragung in Noricum, Wien 1973), vveight,
axis, diameter (in mm).
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Noricum

Tauriscan group
5/ Đurđevac type
5

Tetr

TKN 70-137

9.4 g

9

22

6

Tetr

TKN 70-137

9.3 g

9

21

7

Tetr

TKN 70-137

8.1 g

9

21

Tetr

TKN7-138

9.1 g

9

22

Coins nos. 5,6 and 7 were struck with the same die on the reverse, and coins nos. 6 and 7 also
with the same die on the obverse.

COMPOSITION OF THE FIND
The find is composed of four Celtic tetradrachms of the Đurđevac type and four coins of the
Kapos type (also called the Regoly type). The remains of patina on the silver coins of flie Đurđevac
type confirmed that the coins had lain together in the soil and thus represented a unit, the question
still remaining as to whether there had been more coins in the original composition of the hoard.
The coins of the Đurđevac type were particularly worn on both the obverse and reverse, on
the basis of which it can be concluded that they had been in circulation for a long time prior to their
deposition. Two of the coins were stamped with the same die on the obverse, and three coins with
the same die on the reverse. The coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type from the find were minted from
pure copper, and were thus more corroded, but were less worn as a result of circulation. Die connections cannot be established for this type of coin.
The obverse of the Đurđevac type coins depicts the head of Apollo to the left with a three-row
pearl diadem, vvhile a characteristic feature of this group is the mouth, depicted in the form of a necklace with thickened terminals (torques). The reverse depicts a horse to the left with a typical figure-eight shaped head and crescent-shaped hooves.
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Coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type depict a bearded head of Zeus to the right on the obverse,
and a rider to the left with some kind of fluttering plume on the reverse.
An exceptional feature of this find is the mixture of two kinds of Celtic coinage, as this is the
first documented hoard to contain both coins of the Đurđevac type, attributed to one of the tribes
from the tribal alliance of the Taurisci,4 and coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type, minted in the region
settled by the Celtic tribe of the Hercuniates, settled in Pannonia.5 This would have been the region
south of Lake Balaton, between the Sia River and the Mecsek Range in present day Hungary
(MOCSY 1959: 73; Id., RE Suppl., XI. Stuttgart, 1968: 687). In both cases, these were coins from
the region of the future Roman province of Pannonia, thus from the area of western Illyricum, where
both types of coinage were simultaneously in circulation at certain moments. 6
Coins of the Đurđevac type are classified to the group of Celtic coins that K. Pink assigned to
what is known as the Croatian group (PINK 1937: 42-76), while R. Gobi first attributed them to the
eastern Norican group (GOBL 1973a) and later to the tribal alliance of the Taurisci (GOBL 1994).
The coin type received its name from the largest hoard of coins of this type, noted in the literature as
Đurđevac, although the hoard was actually discovered in the vicinity of Šemovec near Đurđevac in
the Drava River basin.7 Some 400 tetradrachms of this type were discovered in Šemovec in 1887,
but of the original hoard only somewhat more than a quarter of the coins was preserved in the Numismatic Department of the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb. The mint for coins of this type
must be sought somevvhere in the vicinity of Đurđevac, and the otherwise rare tetradrachms were
primarily in circulation in the general settlement area of the Celtic tribe of the Taurisci. It is characteristic that this is the only coin type among those attributed to the Taurisci whose circulation extended to the far easternmost edge of the region of circulation of the Celtic coinage of the tribal alliance
of the Taurisci, and is not rarely also documented beyond their area of settlement.

4 For the Taurisci, see: ŠAŠEL KOS 1998: 207-219.
5 For the Hercuniates, cf. MOCSY 1974: 17, who considers the Hercuniates to have settled this area no earlier
st
than the mid l centurv BC. In our opinion, there is insufficient support for this theorv.
6 The find of coin of the Đurđevac type in the mint at
Szalacska together with dies and coins of the Kapos type is

interesting, as it indicates contemporaneous use and the
possible raixing of both groups of coins in circulation. Cf.
GOHL 1907: 52.
7 The first report on the find was in VHAD 9/1887:
93-94. Cf. also MIRNIK. 1981: 43, no. 60.
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The other coinage group in the find consists of four coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type, which
received its name from the valley of the Kapos River north of the town of Pecs in southwestern Hun8
gary, where most coins of this type have been found. Tetradrachms and drachms are known from
this group, and the discovery of coin dies in the ruins of a foundry and mint in the settlement of Szalacska nearby Kaposvar indicate that at least silver drachms of this type were minted in Szalacska in
st
the l century BC (DARNAY1906; GOHL 1907). E. Gohl assigned the foundry or mint in absolute
st
chronological terms to the middle of the 1 century BC on the basis of archaeological (tools, jewellery) and numismatic material (GOHL 1907a). Later coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type in the siže of
tetradrachms and drachms, which were otherwise not discovered in the area of the mint in Szalacska, were minted exclusively from copper. The silver and copper coinage of the Kapos (Regoly)
type were limited in monetary circulation primarily to the central Danubian region, north and east of
the town of Pecs, and belonged to what has been termed the eastern Celtic minting group (GOBL
1973). D. F. Allen was inclined to the opinion that the minting of such coins could be attributed to
the tribe of the Andizetes, who he incorrectly assumed had been settled in the region under consideration (ALLEN 1980: 50), but he later attributed the minting of this coinage to the Hercuniates
(ALLEN 1987: 28).

CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE COINS IN THE FIND
The find in question does not offer any new elements for solving the open chronological
problems related to the beginnings of minting among the Celtic tribes in the region of southwestern
Pannonia. K. Pink placed the beginning of minting the Đurđevac coin type in the period around 90
BC. (PINK 1974: 46). R. Gobi placed their minting somewhat later, in the period between 55 BC up
to the conclusion of the Taurisci minting their own coinage in 21 BC. 9 The minting of coinage of this
type certainly had a long extent, as in the latest phases they were minted from silver of exceptionally
poor quality (GOBL 1973a: 33). Gobi first conjectured that the Illvrian Wars of Octavian in 35-33
BC also encompassed the area where the Taurisci minted their coinage, although he was inclined to
the opinion that this did not mark the end of minting their own coinage, which would have continued
to some point before 16/15 BC, when the Romans annexed Noricum (GOBL 1973a: 64). It should
be mentioned that today it is possible to establish that the minting of typologically related silver coinage both among the Noricans as well as the Taurisci started considerably earlier than Gobi had
thought. D. F. Allen claimed that the Norican Celts had begun to mint their own coinage considerably before the end of the 2nd century BC (ALLEN 1980:4, Fig. I; 49), although his hypothesis remained unnoticed. G. Dembski on the basis of fairly unfounded arguments briefly supported the hypothesis that the Noricans would have begun to mint their own coinage ca. 113 BC during preparations
for the war with the Cimbri and Teutones, and somewhat later the Taurisci would also have started
minting their own coinage (DEMBSKI 1998, 37) (See also DEMBSKI 1999: 631; LIPPERT DEMBSKI 2000: 260). Direct material proof for the claim to a fairly early beginning of minting
among the tribe of the Norici has finally been gained only with the discovery of the Enemonzo find
near the Zuglio region in Friuli, where early tetradrachms of the Kugelreiter type were found together with Roman victoriati, which were ceased to be minted in 170 BC (GORINI 1999a, 4-6). On the
basis of later detailed analyses, G. Gorini justifiably suggested placing the minting of the earliest
emissions of Norican coinage betvveen 140 and 130 BC (GORINI 1999: 173-193). The beginning
8 In detail on coins of this type and particularly on
bronze coins: BIRO-SEY 1991: 69-83.

9 GOBL 1994, Gesamtsynchron; GOBL 1973a: 64 first placed the minting of the so-called eastern Norican
group of coins in the period immediately prior to the peaceful annexation of Noricum around 16/15 BC.
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of the second phase of Norican minting, characterized by Latin coin legends, was placed by Gorini
(and similarly Gobi) without any convincing arguments in the period after 60/50 BC, (GORINI
1999: 181) and by Dembski in 64/63 BC, just before the besieging of the Norici by the Taurisci and
the Boii (LIPPERT - DEMBSKI 2000:260). On the basis of the firm arguments offered by the Enemonzo hoard, in my opinion it is necessary to examine the entire chronological classification of individual coin emissions of the tribal alliance of the Norici and Taurisci, as well as certain neighboring
10
peoples, not to mention the beginnings of minting the Đurđevac in Kapos (Regoly) type coins.
The minting of silver coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type belongs to the later phase of eastern
Celtic minting (GOBL 1973: 27), and in an absolute chronology, R. Gobi placed the beginning of
minting of this coin group in the period after 53 BC (GOBL 1994, Gesamtsynchron), and K. Biro-Sey placed it as late as just before the Roman conquest of Pannonia (BIRO-SEY1972: 363). D. F.
Allen supported a fairly early beginning of minting silver coins of this group (ALLEN 1980:
nd
46-50), while M. Torbagy placed it in the last third of the 2 century BC (TORBAGYI 1997: 13).
At first coins of this type were minted from high quality silver, while later the quality of the metal
declined, indicating that they had a lengthy existence. A. Kerenyi also decided for a lengthy minting
of coins of this type because of the minting in two metals (KERENYI1959: 47-60). The early silver
tetradrachmas and drachmas of this type were minted at the same time, with the early tetradrachmas
weighing between 12 and 14 g. Their later phase was characterized by an exceptionally poor quality
of the metal from which they were minted, in most cases almost entirely copper, and the weight of
these bronze coins was on average between 8 and 9 g. The large bronze coins have the same diameter as the tetradrachmas (22-23 mm), and bronze coins were also minted in the siže of a drachma
(GOBL 1994: 40). M. Torbagy assigned the minting of bronze coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type to
the second half of the l s t century BC (TORBAGYI 2000: 39). The minting of stylistically coarse
coins from poor quality metal was placed by D. F. Allen at the end of the l s t cent. BC (ALLEN 1987:
28), as A. Kerenyi had also suggested previously (KERENYI1958: 7-9). R. Gobi, to the contrary,
set forth a thesis that the coins of the Kapos (Regoly) type had been minted yet further to ca. 21 BC
(GOBL 1994, Gesamtsynchron). An entirely new absolute chronology of minting bronze coins of
the Kapos (Regoly) type was suggested by K. Biro-Sey, who explained the transition from silver to
bronze minting of the Kapos (Regoly) type coins with the fact that coins with the poorer quality metal only began to be minted after the Roman conquest of Pannonia and that they were used exclusively for local purposes (BIRO-SEY 1972: 363). The fact that bronze coins were not documented in
the framework of the mint or foundry activities at Szalacska would perhaps speak in favor of their
very late minting. Nonetheless, the thesis about the minting of bronze coins of this type as late as the
Roman conquest of Pannonia (which can be placed in 12-9 BC) does not seem likely. The analogous minting of their own coinage among the tribe of the Eravisci in the vicinity of Budapest (again
primarily for local use; for details, see: TORBAGYI1984: 161-196), immediately prior to the Roman occupation shows that the coins then minted in this area were created under the decisive influence of Roman coinage and that they were also minted according to the standard of the Roman
denarius (ALLEN 1987:41). The minting of their own coinage by Celtic tribes according to a Greek
monetary standard (modelled on the tetradrachm) after the Roman conquest of Pannonia would have undoubtedly required some kind of Roman agreement, and is thus highly unlikely. Also, the minting of coins of the Syrmian type in bronze (phase C) among the more easterly Scordisci, vvhich is similar to the example of the Kapos (Regoly) type coins at least in terms of the continuation of
minting coins of the same type as in silver (phases A and B), is assigned chronologically to the mid
l s t century BC (POPOVIĆ 1987: 50-52).
10 Adetailed analysis of the Ribnjačka find has shown,
forexample, that coins of the »tournament rider« type must

have been minted considerablv earlier than had been previouslv thought, cf. KOS -MIRNIK 1999.

